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Detailed coverage of hardware circuits, software concepts and interfaces, test equipments and diagnostic aids; complete hardware
design at the systems and components level of an IBM PC and its clones; common problems with their detailed troubleshooting
procedure; practical tips for troubleshooting and quick diagnosis; systematic analysis of the POST sequence.CD includes: Video
on PC Assembling: Step-by-step procedure of assembling a PC (supplement to Chapter 13), followed by a live demonstration; AntiVirus software: Trial version of Vx2000 plus an antivirus package from K7 COMPUTING.
This book presents the full range of Intel 80x86 microprocessors, in context as a component of a comprehensive microprocessor
system. It provides a thorough, single volume coverage of all Intel processors relative to their application in the PC, and is as much
an introduction to the PC itself as to Intel chips. Covers all PC-related technologies, including memory, data communications, and
PC bus standards. The second edition of The 8086/8088 Family: Design, Programming, and Interfacing has been revised to
include the latest, most up-to-date information and technologies. This edition now covers Windows; a description of the MS-DOS
BIOS services and function calls; two completely revised software chapters; an updated chapter on memory; coverage of the
16550 UART and common modern standards; and a new chapter on PC architecture and the common bus systems.
PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labs-based, independent reviews of the latest products and services.
Our expert industry analysis and practical solutions help you make better buying decisions and get more from technology.
Designed for a one-semester course in Finite Element Method, this compact and well-organized text presents FEM as a tool to
find approximate solutions to differential equations. This provides the student a better perspective on the technique and its wide
range of applications. This approach reflects the current trend as the present-day applications range from structures to
biomechanics to electromagnetics, unlike in conventional texts that view FEM primarily as an extension of matrix methods of
structural analysis. After an introduction and a review of mathematical preliminaries, the book gives a detailed discussion on FEM
as a technique for solving differential equations and variational formulation of FEM. This is followed by a lucid presentation of onedimensional and two-dimensional finite elements and finite element formulation for dynamics. The book concludes with some case
studies that focus on industrial problems and Appendices that include mini-project topics based on near-real-life problems.
Postgraduate/Senior undergraduate students of civil, mechanical and aeronautical engineering will find this text extremely useful; it
will also appeal to the practising engineers and the teaching community.
For one or two-semester courses in Microprocessors or Intel 16-32 Bit Chips. Future designers of microprocessor-based electronic
equipment need a systems-level understanding of the 80x86 microcomputer. This text offers thorough, balanced, and practical
coverage of both software and hardware topics. Basic concepts are developed using the 8088 and 8086 microprocessors, but the
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32-bit versions of the 80x86 family are also discussed. The authors examine how to assemble, run, and debug programs, and how
to build, test, and troubleshoot interface circuits.
Intel's 80x86 family of microprocessors is the most widely used architecture in modern microcomputer systems. This widely
acclaimed edition provides comprehensive coverage of both the software and hardware of the 8088 and 8086 microprocessors.
New material has been added on number system conversions, binary arithmetic, and combinational logic operations. *Part I
explores the software architecture and how to write, execute, and debug assembly language programs. It includes many practical
concepts and software applications. In addition, the various steps of the assembly language program development cycle are
explored. *Part II examines the hardware architecture of microcomputers built with the 8088 and 8086 microprocessors. It presents
the function and operation of each of the microprocessors' hardware interfaces: memory, input/output, and interrupt. The role of
each of these subsystems is explored in relation to overall microcomputer system operation. *Part III provides detailed coverage of
the other microprocessors in the 80x86 family: the 80286, 80386, 80486, and Pentium' processors. The newest Pentium(R)
family--Pentium(R) III and Pentium(R) IV# are also examined.
KEY BENEFIT: Updated and current, this book provides a comprehensive view of programming and interfacing of the Intel family of
microprocessors from the 8088 through the latest Pentium 4 microprocessor.KEY TOPICS: Organized in an orderly and manageable format,
it offers over 200 programming examples using the Microsoft Macro Assembler program, and provides a thorough description of each Intel
family members, memory systems, and various I/O systems.MARKET: For Electronic engineering specialist, programmers, computer
scientists, or electrical engineers.
Keeping readers on the forefront of technology, this timely book offers a practical reference to all programming and interfacing aspects of the
popular Intel family of microprocessors. Organized in an orderly and manageable format that stimulates and challenges understanding, the
book contains numerous example programs using the Microsoft Macro Assembler program, and provides a thorough description of each Intel
family member, memory systems, and various I/O systems. Topics include an introduction to the microprocessor and computer; the
microprocessor and its architecture; addressing modes; data movement instructions; arithmetic and logic instructions; program control
instructions; programming the microprocessor; using assembly language with c/c++; 8086/8088 hardware specifications; memory interface;
basic I/O interface; interrupts; direct memory access and dma-controlled I/O; the arithmetic coprocessor and mmx technology; bus interface;
the 80186, 80188, and 80286 microprocessor; the 80386 and 80468 microprocessors; the Pentium and Pentium pro microprocessors; and
the Pentium ii microprocessor. For those interested in the electrical engineering, electronic engineering technology, microprocessor software
or microprocessor interfacing aspects of the Intel family of microprocessors.
Each topic is well explained by illustration and photographs. The book covers basic microprocessors to advanced processors in a consistent
progression from theoretical concept to design considerations. The operation of various microprocessors is described with the help of pin
diagram, functional diagram and timing diagrams. A large number of working programs, problem, and the each chapter are summarized in
the end.
The microprocessor is the latest development in the field ofcomputer technology. With rapid advances in semiconductor technology it
becamepossible to fabricate the whole CPU (Central Processing Unit) of a digitalcomputer on a single IC using LSI and VLSI technology. A
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CPU built into a singleLSI and VLSI IC is called a microprocessor. It has numerous applications. The aim of this book is to introduce the
subject of microprocessor. It describes microprocessorperipheral and interfacing circuits and devices. It deals with assembly
languageprogramming of Intel 8086/8088 microprocessor and also includes a number of assemblylanguage programs. It describes how to
interface various peripheral devices witha microprocessor and gives electronic circuits and programs. The book is suitable foran advanced
course on the subject at B. Tech. and M.Tech. level.Since the subject is of interdisciplinary nature it is also suitable formicroprocessor
courses at B.Sc./ M.Sc. level. The book covers the syllabus ofAMIE, MCA, IETE and diploma courses.
This well-organized book is intended for the undergraduate students of Electrical, Electronics and Communications, Computer,
Instrumentation and Instrumentation and Control Engineering; and postgraduate students of science in Electronics, Physics and
Instrumentation. Data acquisition being the core of all PC-based measurements and control instrumentation systems engineering, this book
presents detailed discussions on PC bus based data acquisition, remote data acquisition, GPIB data acquisition and networked data
acquisition configurations. This book also describes sensors, signal-conditioning and principles of PC-based data acquisition. It provides
several latest and advanced techniques. This book stresses the need for understanding the use of Personal Computers in measurement and
control instrumentation applications. KEY FEATURES : • Provides several laboratory experiments to help the readers to gain hands-on
experience in PC-based measurement and control. • Provides a number of review questions/problems (with solutions to the odd numbered
problems) and objective type questions with solutions. • Presents a number of working circuits, design and programming examples. •
Presents comparison of properties, features and characteristics of different bus systems, interface standards, and network protocols. •
Includes the advanced techniques such as sigma–delta converter, RS-485, I2C bus, SPI bus, FireWire, IEEE-488.2, SCPI and Fieldbus
standards.
Includes bibliographical references and index.

Primarily intended for diploma, undergraduate and postgraduate students of electronics, electrical, mechanical,
information technology and computer engineering, this book offers an introduction to microprocessors and
microcontrollers. The book is designed to explain basic concepts underlying programmable devices and their interfacing.
It provides complete knowledge of the Intel’s 8085 and 8086 microprocessors and 8051 microcontroller, their
architecture, programming and concepts of interfacing of memory, IO devices and programmable chips. The text has
been organized in such a manner that a student can understand and get well-acquainted with the subject, independent of
other reference books and Internet sources. It is of greater use even for the AMIE and IETE students—those who do not
have the facility of classroom teaching and laboratory practice. The book presents an integrated treatment of the
hardware and software aspects of the 8085 and 8086 microprocessors and 8051 microcontroller. Elaborated
programming, solved examples on typical interfacing problems, and a useful set of exercise problems in each chapter
serve as distinguishing features of the book.
Future designers of microprocessor-based electronic equipment require a systems-level understanding of the 80x86
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microcomputer. This widely acclaimed edition provides balanced and comprehensive coverage of both the software and
hardware of the 8088 and 8086 microprocessors. The book examines how to assemble, run and debug programs and
how to build, test and troubleshoot interface circuits. New material has been added on number-system conversations,
binary arithmetic and combinational logic operations.
Designers of microprocessor-based electronic equipment need a systems-level understanding of the 80x86
microcomputer. This volume offers thorough, balanced, and practical coverage of both software and hardware topics.
Develops basic concepts using the 8088 and 8086 microprocessors, but the 32-bit version of the 80x86 family is also
discussed. Examines how to assemble, run, and debug programs, and how to build, test, and troubleshoot interface
circuits. Provides detailed coverage of floating-point processing and the single instruction multiple data (DIMD)
processing capability of the advanced Pentium processor. Includes added material on number systems, logic functions
and operations, conversion between number systems, and addition/subtraction of binary numbers. Includes new
advanced material such as floating Point Architecture and Instructions, Multimedia (MMX) Architecture and Instructions,
and the hardware and hardware architecture of the Pentium 3 and Pentium 4 processors. Covers the Intel architecture
microprocessor families: 8088, 8086, 80286, 80386, 80486, and the latest Pentium® processors. Illustrates commands of
the DEBUG program and how to assemble, disassemble, load, save, execute, and debug programs on the IBM PC.
Introduces the contents of the 8088's instruction set. Explores practical implementation techniques, covering the use of
latches, transceivers, buffers, and programmable logic devices in the memory and I/O interfaces of the microcomputer
system. A valuable handbook for self-study in learning microprocessors, for electrical engineers, electronic technicians,
and all computer programmers.
For one or two-semester courses in Microprocessors or Intel 16-32 Bit Chips.Future designers of microprocessor-based
electronic equipment need a "systems-level" understanding of the 80x86 microcomputer. This text offers thorough,
balanced, and practical coverage of both software and hardware topics. Basic concepts are developed using the 8088
and 8086 microprocessors, but the 32-bit versions of the 80x86 family are also discussed. The authors examine how to
assemble, run, and debug programs, and how to build, test, and troubleshoot interface circuits.
Providing a systems-level understanding of the 80x86 microcomputer and its hardware and software, this text gives equal
emphasis to both assembly language software and microcomputer circuit design. There are four new chapters in the
Second Edition: Assembly Language Program Development and the Microsoft MASM Macroassembler; PC Bus
Interfacing, Circuit Construction, Testing, and Troubleshooting; The 80386, 80486, and the Pentium TM..Processor
Families - Software Architecture; and The 80386, 80486, and Pentium Processor Families - Hardware Architecture. Both
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the assembly language programming section and the microcomputer interface circuits section have been significantly
enhanced.
Describes the internal structure of the 8086 and 8088 microprocessors, explains the fundamentals of programming them,
and discusses their use with the IBM Personal Computer
Foundations of Computer Technology is an easily accessible introduction to the architecture of computers and peripherals. This textbook
clearly and completely explains modern computer systems through an approach that integrates components, systems, software, and design.
It provides a succinct, systematic, and readable guide to computers, providing a springboard for students to pursue more detailed technology
subjects. This volume focuses on hardware elements within a computer system and the impact of software on its architecture. It discusses
practical aspects of computer organization (structure, behavior, and design) delivering the necessary fundamentals for electrical engineering
and computer science students. The book not only lists a wide range of terms, but also explains the basic operations of components within a
system, aided by many detailed illustrations. Material on modern technologies is combined with a historical perspective, delivering a range of
articles on hardware, architecture and software, programming methodologies, and the nature of operating systems. It also includes a unified
treatment on the entire computing spectrum, ranging from microcomputers to supercomputers. Each section features learning objectives and
chapter outlines. Small glossary entries define technical terms and each chapter ends with an alphabetical list of key terms for reference and
review. Review questions also appear at the end of each chapter and project questions inspire readers to research beyond the text. Short,
annotated bibliographies direct students to additional useful reading.
A comprehensive exploration of both the software and hardware for 6-bit microprocessors using the Intel 8086/8088 family and their
supporting devices.
This fourth edition of "The Intel Microprocessors 8086/8088, 80186, 80286, 80386, 80486, Pentium, and Pentium Pro Processor:
Architecture, Programming, and Interfacing" is a practical book for anyone interested in all programming and interfacing aspects of this
important microprocessor family.
The book is written for an undergraduate course on the 16-bit, 32-bit and 64-bit Intel Processors. It provides comprehensive coverage of the
hardware and software aspects of 8086/88, 80286, 80386, 80486 and Pentium Processors. The book uses plain and lucid language to
explain each topic. The book provides the logical method of explaining the various complicated concepts and stepwise techniques for easy
understanding, making the subject more interesting. The book begins with the 8086 architecture, instruction set, Assembly Language
Programming (ALP) and interfacing 8086 with support chips, memory and I/O. It focuses on features, architecture, pin description, data types,
addressing modes and newly supported instructions of 80286 and 80386 microprocessors. It discusses various operating modes supported
by 80386 - Real Mode, Protected Mode and Virtual 8086 Mode. Finally, the book focuses on multitasking, exception handling, 80486
architecture, Pentium architecture and RISC processor. It describes Pentium superscalar architecture, pipelining, instruction pairing rules,
instruction and data cache, floating-point unit, Pentium Pro architecture, Pentium MMX architecture, Hyper Treading Core2- Duo features and
concept of RISC processor.
For one-semester courses in Microprocessors. This text provides a systems-level understanding of the 80X86 microprocessor and its
hardware and software. Equal emphasis is given to both assembly language software and microcomputer circuit design.
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This comprehensive text provides an easily accessible introduction to the principles and applications of microprocessors. It explains the
fundamentals of architecture, assembly language programming, interfacing, and applications of Intel’s 8086/8088 micro-processors, 8087
math coprocessors, and 8255, 8253, 8251, 8259, 8279 and 8237 peripherals. Besides, the book also covers Intel’s 80186/80286,
80386/80486, and the Pentium family micro-processors. The book throughout maintains an appropriate balance between the basic concepts
and the skill sets needed for system design. A large number of solved examples on assembly language programming and interfacing are
provided to help the students gain an insight into the topics discussed. The book is eminently suitable for undergraduate students of Electrical
and Electronics Engineering, Electronics and Communication Engineering, Electronics and Instrumentation Engineering, Computer Science
and Engineering, and Information Technology.
This book provides the students with a solid foundation in the technology of microprocessors and microcontrollers, their principles and
applications. It comprehensively presents the material necessary for understanding the internal architecture as well as system design aspects
of Intel’s legendary 8085 and 8086 microprocessors and Intel’s 8051 and 8096 microcontrollers. The book throughout maintains an
appropriate balance between the basic concepts and the skill sets needed for system design. Besides, the book lucidly explains the hardware
architecture, the instruction set and programming, support chips, peripheral interfacing, and cites several relevant examples to help the
readers develop a complete understanding of industrial application projects. Several system design case studies are included to reinforce the
concepts discussed. With exhaustive coverage provided and practical approach emphasized, the book would be indispensable to
undergraduate students of Electrical and Electronics, Electronics and Communication, and Electronics and Instrumentation Engineering. It
can be used for a variety of courses in Microprocessors, Microcontrollers, and Embedded System Design.
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